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• It is often expressed by Indonesian security personnel that the

united states should revise its vetting process as it relates to

International military education and training and historical human

rights violations, and focus more on creating a security

environment in which such violations will not occur.

• Indonesia’s rating in combating human trafficking fluctuates

between tier 2 and tier 3, with shifting government interest in

this transnational security threat.

Indonesia has no conventional external threat to its security. national

security priorities therefore tend to focus on the many internal and

transnational security challenges that Indonesia faces today. this paper

characterizes the current vulnerability of Indonesia with respect to such

threats from an Indonesian perspective and analyzes the conditions and

forces within this vast archipelago that predispose the country to domestic

challenges of external origin. mechanisms are discussed through which

Indonesia counters transnational security threats by engaging with regional

neighbors and the united states.  this paper further argues that while

many of Indonesia’s transnational security threats are consistent with us

priorities, other threats are ranked differently by the two countries. thus,

this discussion focuses on Indonesian perceptions of key threats, and how

the united states and Indonesia can better coordinate their efforts against

these transnational threats. 

high-profile transnational security threats like terrorism and narcotics

trafficking appropriately receive international attention, and these crimes

are repudiated by most countries.  other types of transnational crime such

as human trafficking, and environmental crimes like illegal fishing, illegal

logging and illegal wildlife trade are less frequently viewed from a

security standpoint. nonetheless, such environmental crimes outrank

terrorism in terms of transnational challenges in Indonesia. greater us

attention to environmental issues is not necessarily a quid pro quo for

improved cooperation in other areas such as counterterrorism. however,

recognition by the united states that Indonesia considers these issues to be

national priorities would be an influential component of an integrated

strategy for engaging Indonesia in security cooperation.

Transnational Security Threats to Indonesia
James r. campbell

Key Findings 
• senior Indonesian military agree that their country has no

imminent conventional external threat; internal and transnational

security threats receive top priority in Indonesian security

planning.

• according to high-level Indonesian authorities, corruption is the

number one domestic security problem for Indonesia. President

yudhoyono’s anticorruption agency has been effective in fighting

corruption.

• along with corruption, other domestic security threats such as

economic issues are prioritized over transnational security threats.

nontraditional threats like illegal fishing and other environmental

crimes are weighted more heavily than terrorism, narcotics or

human trafficking. terrorism, especially international terrorism,

is not viewed as an existential threat to the country.

• as nontraditional threats such as environmental crime often

involve the same networks, actors and elements of corruption as

other transnational security threats, assisting Indonesia in

investigating its priority nontraditional security threats may

represent a less contentious way for the united states to address

its own terrorism concerns in the region. Programs for fighting

terrorism and other security threats need to be seen not as foreign

initiatives but as Indonesian solutions that empower the

government.

• In programs designed to fight terrorism and other transnational

crimes, the military, the police and the national Intelligence

service compete for resources and status, and thus resist

cooperation and intelligence sharing.

• the united states can make its most immediate contribution to

Indonesian security by helping to increase the professionalism of

the national Police.
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the recent bombing attacks on hotels in the capitol city of Jakarta will

change this perception. Indonesia also feels that as a nation it now has

credibility in global finances, and it does not want terrorism to blemish its

standing in world banking and financial markets. 

for most Indonesians, the most pressing security threats involve the

economy: putting food on the table, the rising price of gasoline, and

paying for children’s schooling.iv externally, JI does not appear to be

formally linked to regional extremist groups in the Pattani province of

southern thailand, the rohingyas in Burma, or the abu sayyaf group in

the Philippines, although there is a great deal of uncertainty regarding the

exact nature of the relations. the Indonesian government is developing a

database of international terrorist-related websites that may be used for

recruitment within the country by different groups, and one area for us

cooperation may be to provide technological assistance for this effort.

While JI takes inspiration from organizations like al-Qaeda and the

taliban, senior Indonesian security analysts suggest that transnational

terrorist organizations do not appear to have an actual “footprint” in

Indonesia.v al-Qaeda’s intransigence, indiscriminate brutality, and

dismissal of politics as a perversion of religion banish it to the fringes of

muslim society. Its global brand has suffered a damaging ideological

backlash from repentant violent extremists, prominent religious leaders

and an overwhelming number of muslims who feel horrified by the

movement’s wanton killings.vi

currently JI is focusing on publishing and appears less interested in

mounting operations, likely reflecting a decision from the top to focus on

religious outreach and recruitment as a way of rebuilding the organization.

JI has developed a profitable consortium in and around the country’s

religious schools (pesantren). the Indonesian government should monitor

these enterprises more closely, but they may be useful in channeling JI

energies into political struggle through the printed page rather than

through acts of violence. the best way to ensure adequate scrutiny would

be for the Indonesian government to enforce its own laws with respect to

publishing, labor, corporate registration and taxation. such enforcement

would not only offer a means of monitoring these enterprises, but it could

also yield valuable information about the size and status of the JI

organization. every publisher is also required by law to provide copies of

every title to the national library.vii

nonetheless radicalization—the process by which law-abiding

individuals become willing to use violence to achieve their goals—

Terrorism
Probably the most significant terrorist threat to Indonesia is the

domestic, Indonesia-based Jemaah Islamiyah (JI). other lesser actors

include laskar Jihad, hizbullah front, laskar mujahidan, and Islamic

Defenders front (fPI), the latter being more in the category of “violent

moralists” rather than terrorists. In the past, there have been international

connections with the abu sayyaf group in the Philippines, which included

training and funding. “afghan veterans,” reported by one senior

Indonesian diplomat to number perhaps as many as six thousand, consist

of Indonesians who trained or participated in military jihad operations in

afghanistan in opposition to the russian occupation of that country.

however, more conservative estimates hold these numbers to be only in

the hundreds.i regardless of the actual total, many of these afghan

mujahideen returned to Indonesia, bringing destructive elements into the

region, where some perpetrated violence in christian-muslim religious

conflicts in ambon, maluku and Poso, central sulawesi, particularly from

1998 to 2001.ii

several expert bombmakers remain at large, and access to explosives

and/or small arms is not particularly difficult. these extremists include

taufik Bulaga and tedi, both apprentices of the late malaysian bomb

specialist, Dr. azhari husein. noordin top, a malaysian national and

leader of a violent JI splinter group responsible for several major

bombings in Indonesia, was recently killed by police during an antiterror

investigation, following the July 21, 2009 bombings of the J. W. marriott

hotel and ritz carlton hotel in Jakarta. JI’s leaders are opposed to al-

Qaeda-style bombings on Indonesian soil, not because they are considered

illegitimate, but because they are counterproductive—attacks on Western

targets have killed more Indonesians than infidels, provoked community

outrage, and led to mass arrests.iii also, international funding for jihadi

operations has largely dried up, with no significant external funding for JI

since 2003. nonetheless, small but persistent domestic terrorist cells

continue to attract global attention to Indonesia, and the potential for

renewal of international terrorist support cannot be dismissed.

the vast majority of Indonesians reject terrorism, but many are

troubled by a possible perception that the us War on terror is also focused

on muslims. Indonesians are aware of “homegrown” terrorist

organizations like JI but do not generally consider them a significant

problem. this is in large part because Indonesia had not suffered a

significant terror attack since 2004. It remains to be seen whether or not
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the strictest salafis in Indonesia are religious—not political—activists.

Ironically, this means that the most “radical” of the salafis are the most

immune to jihadist teachings; salafism in Indonesia is not the security

threat sometimes portrayed. It may come across to outsiders as intolerant

or reactionary, but for the most part it is not prone to terrorism, in part

because it is so inwardly focused on faith.xii

us counterterrorism assistance in Indonesia, which is focused on

increasing the competence of police and courts to investigate and

prosecute terrorism, has been effective and should be continued. us

assistance to Detachment 88, the elite antiterrorism force of the Indonesian

national Police, should be increased, and the force should be better

integrated with the parent organization. the united states should not just

bring funding and a proposal for Indonesia to implement. us negotiators

should first meet with the national Intelligence service (BIn) and discuss

what the problem is, including the unresolved definition of terrorism, and

a way forward. the reason for the united states to include BIn in these

discussions is because the military (tnI) and the national Police (PolrI)

are often focused too tactically, rather than strategically. one way to

optimize security assistance would be through supporting education to

enhance Indonesian police capacity in surveillance and evidence

gathering, as all antiterrorist actions must be done on Indonesia’s terms,

and not at the insistence of us or other foreign authorities. a challenge for

the united states is that us funding is stovepiped for the different

components of the Indonesian security sector. such an arrangement

inherently reinforces the existing stovepiped structure of the Indonesian

security forces and may exacerbate the lack of interagency communication

and intelligence-sharing.

Corruption and the Security Sector 
from the perspective of Indonesian policymakers, the foremost

internal threat to Indonesian national security is corruption. ten years after

the fall of the kleptocratic suharto regime, corruption remains a significant

challenge for Indonesia, which is ranked 126 out of 180 countries in

transparency International’s 2008 corruption Index.xiii transnational

crime organizations are drawn to operate in Indonesia because of the

perception that the police are corrupt and inept. transnational crime is

more a symptom of weak governmental institutions and corruption, rather

than an externally imposed threat. the Indonesian term oknum refers to

remains a risk in Indonesia, as in the case of the “Palembang group.” this

group demonstrated how easy the transformation can be if the right

ingredients are present: a core group of individuals, a charismatic leader,

motivation and opportunity for targeted killing. access to funding and

weapons may also spur jihadi groups to violence.viii While very few

religious schools (pesantren) in Indonesia today promote violent extremist

ideologies, the schools serve as a social network where such ideologies

can be discussed. approximately fifty JI-affiliated schools remain active,

mostly on Java. the challenge is to identify individual problem schools

without stigmatizing the entire system.ix

Police have embarked on a prisoner-focused “deradicalization”

program aimed at persuading jihadists to reject the use of terrorist tactics.

a key element is the provision of economic aid—usually to prisoners’

families and often involving school fees for children—on the assumption

that acceptance of aid from the police entails a rejection of the jihadi

premise that all officials are “thoghut” (anti-Islam).x While police clearly

hope that deradicalized prisoners will return to their communities and help

discourage recruitment into terrorist cells, there has been little strategic

thinking about how this might actually be accomplished. muhammadiyah,

the nation’s second-largest Islamic organization, had been working with

the government on deradicalization; however, the funding support ran out,

and cooperation has ceased. Discussions with staff at an influential Jakarta

think tank suggest that muhammadiyah is no longer participating in the

government deradicalization, although the organization remains willing to

accept post-radicals (“alumni Bui”) into their own existing programs. the

united states should support prison reform in Indonesia but lacks

credibility in offering assistance, as abu ghraib and guantanamo have

become the “poster children” of prison abuse. 

Indonesia’s strategy for dealing with terrorism is based on “soft

power,” because more than 90 percent of the population is muslim, and

thus a hard-power approach to Islamists is deemed unacceptable,

although aggressive interventions by security forces are not “off the

table.”xi sensitivities with regard to battling Islamic extremism mean that

even following the recent terrorist bombings of two Jakarta hotels,

President yudhoyono carefully avoided naming the perpetrators as

Jemaah Islamiyah, as this name literally means “Islamic community,” and

using it would have opened him to criticism by Islamist politicians of

defaming Islam. 

conservative Indonesian salafi muslims oppose organizations like JI.
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be funded by a mix of funds estimated to be 30 percent from the

government budget and 70 percent from off-budget private businesses

managed by officers in the KoDams (although the exact proportion from

each source remains unclear). When approval to manage these private

businesses was officially revoked, tnI found itself faced with the prospect

of operating with less than one-third of previous revenues. It is difficult to

assess with certainty whether the extrabudgetary funding stream has

actually stopped or just transformed into a “shadow” budget. as the

“official” operational funds support salaries, training, equipment purchases

and maintenance, tnI’s equipment maintenance strategy has basically

become one of cannibalization. the priority for the government of

Indonesia is the economy and education, not modernization of the military.

economic development and social development programs garner 70

percent of the budget, while defense and security receive 30 percent of the

budget. While tnI is now ostensibly under civilian control, senior military

officers confided that should democracy fail in Indonesia, they believe the

military remains competent to run the country.

the police currently operate under an analogous split-funding

arrangement, although its off-budget private businesses are operated under

private contracts, ostensibly with no oversight by senior police officials.

however, if approval is revoked for the regional police commands

(PolDa) to benefit from private businesses as it was for the military, the

police will be forced to scale back operations significantly. the national

police organization is only ten years old and, while it has made great

progress, there is much work to do in terms of developing professionalism

among its leadership and strengthening basic police investigative skills.

the united states should increase training assistance in investigative skills

to PolrI. Better police work might have detected and arrested the

Palembang group before it was able to carry out its terrorist acts in

2006–07.xvi

In cooperating with tnI, the us military needs to engage in operations

and activities that make a difference and stay engaged long enough to gain

credibility. the us military participates in nearly 150 joint exercises each

year with tnI, two-thirds of which are us-sponsored. however, a

limitation on us military hardware transfer to Indonesia is the requirement

for a commitment by the government to maintain the equipment in the

future with Indonesian funds. another mechanism is the International

military education and training (Imet) program, which historically has

been an important mechanism for security cooperation. for example,

members of the police or military who abuse their position by engaging in

a range of extralegal economic activities with various degrees of backing

from the state.xiv President yudhoyono has taken an aggressive approach to

fighting corruption through the creation of the corruption eradication

commission (KPK). this organization has relentlessly pursued corrupt

politicians and businessmen, bringing to justice more than one hundred

high-profile public and corporate officials. Ironically, in may 2009 the

head of KPK, antasari Zahra, was arrested on suspicion of conspiracy to

murder. While his arrest marred the pristine reputation of the KPK, it

apparently did not seriously damage the political platform of good

governance that carried yudhoyono into a second five-year term as

president in July of this same year.  Despite the President’s unequivocal

backing of the KPK, International anti-corruption Day on December 9,

2009 saw large rallies in several major Indonesian cities.  rally

participants demanded zero tolerance for corruption, and alleged a

systematic government attempt to weaken the KPK and the anti-

corruption court.  

Part of the basis for the corruption problem in the security sector lies

in poorly articulated regulations and inadequate funding levels for the

police and military. after President suharto left office in 1998, the police

(PolrI) were assigned responsibility as lead agency for internal security,

while the military (tnI) was limited to an external security role, including

territorial capacity Building (tcB). law 34 was written to define

security responsibilities of the police and the military; however as of may

2009 the law had not been ratified by the People’s representative council

(DPr) and thus has not been implemented. since Indonesia currently has

no real external adversary, the military basically has no formal mission. as

a result, tnI has not been successful in justifying the budget it deems

necessary for modernization.xv the police, public prosecutor’s office and

the courts are still weak, yet they have been given the security

responsibilities formerly ascribed to the military. for the next ten to fifteen

years, the military may still have to remain engaged, in the background, to

aid development of the internal security role of the police. currently, only

the military enjoys a modicum of respect as a security force. however, the

successful police operation that resulted in the death of noordin top,

Indonesia’s most dangerous terrorist following the Jakarta hotel bombings

of 2009, resulted in a great deal of positive media coverage regarding the

developing capabilities of the police in counterterrorism. 

formerly, the regional military commands (KoDam) were reported to
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in Jakarta has used Department of Defense 1207 counterterrorism fundingxxiv

to enable the Department of state to purchase and install fifteen new radar

stations on northeast sulawesi, near manado and at various locations along

the strategic straits of malacca in support of the “eye in the sky”

program,xxv jointly operated by Indonesia, malaysia and singapore. this

program enhances regional maritime surveillance capabilities to combat

illicit activities such as smuggling and narcotics trafficking in the waters

bordering these countries. Indonesia previously had to deal with narcotics

primarily as a transshipment point for these drugs. today narcotics are

increasingly becoming an internal threat, with both the domestic production

and use of methamphetamines and ecstasy. It is estimated that there are

approximately one million drug addicts today in Indonesia.xxvi

Indonesia has been remarkably successful in reducing piracy in its

waters. however, joint efforts are delicate because of sovereignty issues

and extant territorial disputes involving malaysia and singapore. us

support for effective regional responses is critical to reduce pressure on

external maritime powers and to intervene to protect commercial shipping.

Previously, much of the piracy in the northern malacca straits was carried

out by Indonesians from the aceh region of north sumatra. When aceh’s

economic situation improved, piracy in the northern malacca straits

declined. however, Indonesian Bugis sailors still conduct piracy in the

southern malacca straits. for Bugis, capturing a vessel through piracy is

considered a “rite of passage” and earns them the title “lord of the sea.”

the Indonesian government is seeking to replace this act of piracy with

just a ceremonial event. 

Indonesia contributes little to the airborne surveillance effort because

most of its helicopters are not operational, and it possesses few c130 and

no P3 aircraft. an additional hindrance is that Indonesia prefers not to

appear “too cooperative” with the united states for domestic political

reasons. Pirates and smugglers understand these “fault lines” in security

cooperation and continue to exploit them for criminal purposes. 

the united states is working to set up a Joint operations center for

maritime security in Jakarta to enable increased maritime presence, and

support should be extended to include the Joint maritime Patrols of

Indonesia, malaysia and singapore. In 2008 the us Department of

Justice’s International criminal Investigative training assistance Program

(IcItaP) helped to establish Indonesia’s first marine Police special Boat

unit to provide criminal investigative assistance with maritime

transnational crime (tnc). 

reform-minded President yudhoyono is a graduate of us Imet training.

Indonesian, regional and us security would be enhanced by an expansion

of this program.  alongside such an expansion, it has also been suggested

by some that the opportunity could be taken to reassess the human rights

vetting process associated with the program, as this is perceived to be in

need of improvement in order to more effectively pursue us goals.

Environmental Crime, Narcotics Trafficking and Piracy
While terrorism remains an ongoing challenge for Indonesia,

environmental crime ranks higher among the government’s set of

transnational security threats. It is estimated that illegal fishing costs

Indonesia us$5 billion per year in lost revenues, with prime offenders

being thailand, malaysia and taiwan.xvii of all timber produced in

Indonesia, 70 percent is logged illegallyxviii, and much illegal timber moves

between Indonesia and malaysia on its way to overseas markets. the

Indonesian government estimates that illegal logging results in an annual

loss in revenue of about us$3 billion.xix corruption and collusion by local

elites with illegal logging operations have been exacerbated by the

political decentralization that followed the fall of soeharto’s regime, and

this has created an environment where domestic and transnational

environmental criminals operate with impunity. some local governments

have emphasized development over conservation and in some cases have

urged people to settle and open businesses in protected areas, simply

ignoring national laws. 

the convention on International trade in endangered species of Wild

fauna and flora (cItes)xx functions to improve intelligence-sharing,

review weak laws, and coordinate enforcement actions. one hundred and

sixty-seven countries are party to the cItes treaty, and it is one of the few

multilateral environmental agreements to which all ten association of

southeast asian nations (asean) members, including Indonesia, are

party. xxi transnational crime organizations involved in arms, narcotics and

human trafficking also are likely to be involved in the illegal wildlife

trade, and these criminal activities can supply funds to terrorist

organizations.xxii the illegal wildlife trade is attractive to organized

criminal groups because of their synergistic links with trafficking of other

contrabands, particularly narcotics.xxiii

one way to address these criminal activities is to strengthen marine and

border surveillance. the office of Defense cooperation at the us embassy
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while at the same time engaging in community-level recruiting of young

women for these networks.xxx Wherever there is wealth, such as at the

freeport mining corporation, timika, Papua, or at other mining, logging

or energy production camps, there is trafficking. the us embassy has

held discussions with freeport on this issue, but little concrete action has

been taken to resolve the problem. the apparent lack of will by both

governments in addressing this problem inevitably sends a signal to

traffickers and to international businesses that trafficking in humans is

considered less than a priority threat. 

to help Indonesia grapple with this problem, the united states should

send more trainers to the Jakarta center for law enforcement cooperation

(Jclec). In 2008, the united states sent nine trainers (the netherlands

sent thirty, the united Kingdom sent thirty-two, and australia sent one

hundred and twenty). In 2007 australia initiated a five-year, a$21 million

partnership with Indonesia to fight the human trade. historically, the

united states has provided a total of us$20 million to assist Indonesia in

the fight against human trafficking, and it needs to continue this support.

to deal effectively with tnc, Indonesia needs to clarify its policies

with respect to international cooperation on surveillance, apprehension

and particularly extradition of transnational criminals. Indonesia is open

and flexible on these issues; however, traditional asean perceptions of

national sovereignty hamper regional progress in this area.xxxi for

countries with which Indonesia lacks a formal extradition treaty, regional

national chiefs of police have developed an unofficial system of

cooperation through which wanted individuals in one country have on

occasion been “handed over” to the country of origin of the suspect.xxxii

a more insidious aspect of human smuggling and trafficking involves

the international spread of disease. Illegally trafficked individuals as well

as official foreign guest workers often carry infectious diseases between

Indonesia and other countries where screening for tuberculosis, hepatitis,

and sexually transmitted diseases is inconsistent. Indonesians are more

concerned about domestic health issues (malaria, dengue, tuberculosis)

than transnational health threats such as avian influenza (bird flu), h1n1

(swine flu), severe acute respiratory syndrome (sars), and to a large

extent the human immunodeficiency virus (hIv)/aIDs, which is still

viewed as an “external” problem. Pandemic preparedness is led only by

the Public health sector, within the ministry of health. citing valid

concerns over potential exploitation by the international pharmaceutical

industry, the Indonesian ministry of health has failed to cooperate fully

Human Trafficking and Threat of Pandemic Disease 
Indonesia is a major source and transit point for women trafficked to

malaysia, thailand, taiwan and Japan, as well as to the middle east. a

major transit route is through the island of Batam, off of south sumatra, to

malaysia.xxvii In addition, women from the central asian states, notably

Kazakhstan, are brought into Indonesia for prostitution. Building

international cooperation to control human trafficking has been difficult

for Indonesia because malaysia denies complicity. the malaysian

government sponsors rela, a public security auxiliary force consisting of

five hundred thousand “volunteer civilians” who have been given the

authority to arrest illegals. halfway houses have been set up just across the

border in Indonesia to repatriate these women. however, once detained

inside malaysia, the women are often just re-trafficked for profit by the

volunteers.xxviii

the regional realpolitik of lack of women’s rights is a root cause of

trafficking of women in Indonesia. exacerbating this, the laws and legal

processes in Indonesia related to human trafficking are not easily

understood by people who lack legal training. rescued human trafficking

victims may fear possible criminal charges, retaliation by traffickers if

they provide information to police, or attacks against family members.

Indonesia was elevated to a tier 2 country rating in the us state

department’s most recent trafficking in Persons report, in part because of

strong efforts to assist victims of trafficking through the funding of basic

services and referral of victims to nongovernmental organizations (ngos)

and international organizations. however, there are few reported efforts to

prosecute, convict or punish Indonesian law enforcement and military

officials complicit in human trafficking.xxix With little fear of prosecution

by corrupt Indonesian law enforcement authorities, traffickers continue

community recruitment of vulnerable women and children, particularly in

rural areas of central Java. a complicating political factor is that if

Indonesia pressures countries like malaysia or saudi arabia to regulate

trafficking, these countries may retaliate by sending home legal

Indonesian guest workers in their countries, leading to significant losses in

remittances sent to Indonesia. 

In central Java, there are regions where institutionalized human

trafficking represents a significant part of the local economy. this is a

sensitive problem for the Indonesian government that was confirmed by

us officials working on these issues in central Java. In these areas, local

citizens cooperate with police in investigating human trafficking networks,
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which supports long-term capacity-building in a culturally sensitive

manner, is the best strategy for creating a sustainable security environment

in Indonesia and advancing us national interests.
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with the World health organization in h5n1 avian influenza vaccine

development.xxxiii this situation does not bode well for the current h1n1

pandemic.

an effective continuity of operations (cooP) plan for pandemics

requires an interagency approach involving other service sectors such as

telecommunications, food and water, sanitation, banking and education.

the united states should encourage asean, via its new ambassador to

the secretariat in Jakarta, to establish regional standards in disaster

preparedness to deal with transnational health threats such as pandemic

influenza preparedness. minimum preparedness standards should apply:

(1) within countries for interagency communication and cooperation; (2)

for information sharing with neighbors; and (3) for communication with

ngos and donors. 

Implications for the United States
the biggest challenge to security sector development in Indonesia is

the lack of professionalism among the police and, to a lesser degree, the

military. Improvement in leadership skills, strategic thinking and technical

training of security personnel should be a primary goal of any us

engagement strategy for Indonesia. Increased professionalism among the

national police will help reduce corruption and increase public confidence

in the police as a credible security force. furthermore, a more stable and

secure society in Indonesia supports the strategic goals of both the united

states and Indonesia. the united states recently acceded to the asean

treaty of amity and cooperation. this important confidence-building

measure was a sine qua non, and provided the united states both

credibility and gravitas to engage effectively in negotiations with

Indonesia in a regional context. In this way, programs for fighting

terrorism and nontraditional security threats can be crafted as Indonesian

solutions, not foreign mandates, thereby empowering the Indonesian

government. 

for the united states to demonstrate global leadership it must build

partnerships with other nations to share the burden of addressing

transnational security threats.xxxiv Both countries should look forward and

concentrate on creating a security environment beneficial to the region.

this is best accomplished by continued security sector development and

professionalization of Indonesian security forces at all levels. a

comprehensive partnership between the united states and Indonesia,
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